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Welcome

clergy/staff
RABBI
Steven J. Lebow
rabbilebow@kolemeth.net

both lay and religious. Also, it will contain items that are more interest-based
and less event-focused.

Also, TKE welcomes its newest members: Aaron & Niki Baker, Gena & Rusty

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION & YOUTH
SERVICES
Rebecca Tullman
rebeccatullman@kolemeth.net

Schinski, and Peter & Susana Taitner.

CONTACT NUMBERS
Temple Office: 770.973.3533
Fax:		
770.579.9707
Religious School: 770.973.9205
TEMPLE KOL EMETH
1415 Old Canton Road,
Marietta, GA 30062

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF
PROGRAMMING
Jodi Roberts

You will still have access to all current events through the TKE website and

SENIOR TEMPLE ADMINISTRATOR
Chris Wilson
chriswilson@kolemeth.net

OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Cary Chassner
Alan Eisen
Sandy Faye
Leni Gochman
Linda Jenkins
Eadie Richmond
Peggy Sharp
Teri Singer
Irene Srsich
Elissa Terris

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF
OPERATIONS
Jennifer Orlow

quarterly instead of monthly. It will continue to feature articles from our leaders,

calendar as well as the weekly TKE Morning Brew. Be sure to update your email

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL & YOUTH
SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR
Carol Lief
carollief@kolemeth.net

PRESIDENT
Rachel Barich

Welcome to the new TKE Voice. What is new? The TKE Voice will be published

CANTORIAL SOLOIST
Blake Singer
blakesinger@hotmail.com

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE
CLERGY
Evy Eckber
evyeckber@kolemeth.net
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they express our soul, culture and
values in a genre not typically
thought of as having much Jewish
influence.
was lucky enough to be among
those representing TKE at
Nefesh Mountain’s summer
concert at Eddie’s Attic in Decatur.
There were foot-stomping, can’tstop-yourself-from-dancing-evenif-you-try songs along with deeply
moving contemplative songs. When
Eric & Doni called Atlanta’s own
Beth Schafer of Temple Sinai up on
the stage it drew big cheers from
the crowd! I was deeply moved by
a song inspired by Doni’s daughter
called “Piece of the Sun.” The song
was about how we all have Light or
“a piece of the sun” inside us and
one of the verses honored Anne
Frank. Nefesh Mountain creates a
warm atmosphere that feels like
family and uplifts audiences with a
genuine care for life and humanity.
already can’t wait for the next
album and was thrilled to hear
some yet-to-be-released songs.
In the meantime, we can all enjoy
their most current album, “Beneath
the Open Sky” and the new videos
on YouTube. What a treat to have
them again for High Holy Day
services! Leaders and husband and
wife team Eric Lindberg and Doni
Zasloff are at the heart of the band,
pioneering this new genre alongside
band members Alan Grubner, Dave
Goldenberg, and Tim Kiah.

I

Nefesh
Mountain
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I
W

ho would have guessed
that Jewish bluegrass
would become a thing? It is
now, thanks to the beautifully
crafted lyrics and worldclass instrumentals of Nefesh
Mountain. TKE has already loved
this New York-based husband &
wife duo and their band for years
and Nefesh Mountain has gained
even more momentum since we
saw them last. Amidst a packed
tour schedule that included Camp
Colemen, Nefesh Mountain
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released a new music video for
the song, “A Mighty Roar” which
was featured on the site
RollingStone.com. You may
remember they already had a
raving article on Billboard.com
after releasing their stunning
winter-themed music video,
“Narrow Bridge” that was filmed
in the Catskills.
ffectionately referred to as
“Jewgrass” in The Times of
Israel, they were quoted as having
said that the motivation behind

A

their music was to “feel whole
as American Jews” and create
an album that “speaks to the
many other sides of ourselves
that make us who we are. We
also wanted to create a sound
that can be a bridge between the
Eastern world of more traditional
Jewish culture and tradition and
the Western world of music,
instrumentation, melody and
harmony.” This past year Nefesh
Mountain was on Israel’s KAN 11
TV (a station similar to PBS) for

a special about Jewish Americana
Music.
any of Nefesh Mountain’s
concerts are at synagogues
and Jewish conferences but they
have been so enthusiastically
received by a wider community
that they can be seen at just as
many secular festivals and events
throughout the country. They are
our musical representatives in the
Americana, Folk and Bluegrass
world. With a guitar, banjo,
mandolin, fiddle and upright bass

M

Written by Kyra Goldman
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Musical Notes

Children’s
Memorial Garden

with Blake Singer

Subscribe to my YouTube channel to get
access to TKE music videos past and present:
click here

O

ver the last
several years,

many of you have
helped to make the
Children’s Memorial

osh Hashana begins

R

we decided to standardize

growth restricted us

Garden a site of

the year anew. As the

the melodies to use what

from accommodating

quiet reflection and

year 5780 approaches, I

we liked, and I volunteered

non-members at High

life cycle events. The Garden has been used for

find myself looking back at

to lead the prayers by

Holidays. We simply ran

youth group and adult programming, religious

30+ years of High Holiday

playing guitar and singing.

out of room. So we began

school classes, as well as weddings. If you’ve

services at Temple Kol

Most of us were children

offering services to the non-

not visited it lately, we encourage you to do so.

Emeth. The congregation

of youth groups from the

affiliated in parallel with our

The Janet and Tony Mills Family Amphitheater,

has come a long way from

Reform camp movement.

TKE member services, at a

the fountain generously donated by Dr. Morris

when services were initially

In Minnesota, Cindy and I

nearby church. Eventually

Miehl, and the plantings make it a lovely location

held at Mt. Zion’s church. To

were fortunate enough to

my responsibility expanded

for events, or just to rest and meditate.

be certain, we’ve held them

have Debbie Friedman as

to leading the entire service,

in a variety of locations; from

our song leader, so I wanted

assisted by many TKE

subdivision club houses, to

to bring her joyous folk style

volunteers. It was quite the

banks, to churches, to Jewish

melodies to TKE.

team effort! Some of our

community centers, and
finally to our permanent TKE
home. I too have grown up

to make sure that the Garden continues

to grow and is maintained as a site for all to
use. Construction at the Garden is complete,

KE’s early High Holiday

to attend these services

but there are still many bricks to inscribe, and

years included a

due to their intimacy and

there remains the possibility to add additional

cantor brought in just for

relaxed environment. These

tremendous amount of High

We also present the music

congregation. I’m always open

plantings including more daffodils to be planted

these special services.

services continued for a

Holiday liturgy. It was also

in many formats. We have

to incorporating new music into

by students and parents from our religious

hen Cindy and I

My role included playing

number of years until we

a wonderful opportunity

our amazing Sher Emet choir

our services, and congregants

school.

joined TKE in the

guitar and singing the

expanded our TKE services

to impact the selection of

and soloists during Erv Rosh

often approach me with new,

early 80’s, Shabbat services

non-chanted prayers. As

to include the current double

music sung and chanted.

Hashana and Kol Nidre services.

popular melodies that their kids

If you love the Garden and would like to help,

were held at the Jackson’s

we grew, we hired full

service format.

Today’s TKE High Holiday

And our Rosh Hashana and

have learned at camp. Adults do

please contact Jonathan Warner at jsw0467@

Creek club house, where an

time Cantors, and my role

services include a mix of

Yom Kippur services feature

as well. I can’t wait to work with

bellsouth.net for details.

HUC student rabbi would

continued unchanged

hen the temple

diverse music types and

singer/songwriters, duets,

the current and next generation

visit periodically to lead

for a number of years. I

changed its clergy

sources. While the chanted

instrumentalists and most

of congregants to continue

services. As students,

loved accompanying them,

mix from one Rabbi and

liturgy is fairly constant,

recently, the Nefesh Mountain

growing our music repertoire!

Rabbis are taught a variety

learning new music they

Cantor, to two Rabbis, I was

our sung prayers draw

band.

of melodies for each prayer.

brought to the congregation,

given the opportunity to

from folk, rock, country,

This made it anyone’s guess

and harmonizing with these

provide the full Cantorial

show tunes, and bluegrass

which melody would be

professionals. After we

role at TKEs High Holiday

genres. We include music

used to sing the Sh’ma, etc.

expanded our TKE home

(and Shabbat) services.

written by well-known

at any given service. As a

to include our current

This was a great honor

composers as well as by

have. TKE has made a name for

small, young congregation,

sanctuary, our continued

that required learning a

our own congregants.

itself as the music and singing

along way!

W
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T

KE is seeking people to take up the mantle

regular TKE members chose

T

W
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ver the past 30 years,
the music at TKE has

evolved and grown, like we all
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H

ello Everyone! Happy New Year to everyone at TKE from all of us at TKE-WRJ. We are looking forward to a
wonderful year together. During this time, we are looking at our past year and remembering the things we are

thankful for and what we want to improve upon for next year. We had some wonderful fun events this year and I am
thankful for all the people that I got to meet and interact with over the past year. I am wanting to meet and interact with
more of you over the next year and hold events that appeal to even more people.

W

e will be hosting many events during the year so please keep your eyes out for our information on the TKE
calendar, eblasts, and the TKE Facebook page. Also please like us on Facebook at WRJ Sisterhood TKE.

W

RJ- Who Are We? WRJ is an international

L’shana
Tovah from
TKE-WRJ
Written by Amy Sweet

organization that strengthens the voice of

women worldwide ad empowers them to create caring
communities, nurture congregations, cultivate personal
and spiritual growth, and advocate for and promote
progressive Jewish values. They are also very involved
in Youth, Education , and Special Projects. WRJ was the
founder of NFTY and the Jewish Braille Institute.

for Jewish values and social justice. The YES fund is at the core of what WRJ works for to make the world a better

place for Reform Jews. We raise money for this organization by collecting money with dues to go toward this fund and for
donations given during our annual YES fund luncheon.

O

Our YES Fund Honoree is Vivian Brostoff

the Oneg for Rosh Hashanah along with a program for

Every year we honor one deserving sisterhood member with being honored at our YES fund lunch. This year our YES Fund

people to send Rosh Hashanah greetings. We bake

honoree is Vivian Brostoff. Vivian joined TKE around 1997. After being here or 3 weeks she broke her ankle on a trip to

Hamentashen and Kugels for Noshfest, and you will

New York and had to have surgery. After returning to Atlanta she called the temple or help with rides to appointments.

n a local level we are supporters of all things TKE.
We contribute to the High Holiday campaign, run

see many of us as volunteers at the festival. We donate to membership by sponsoring Wine and Cheeses several times

She was directed to the caring committee who set up rides with

throughout the year. We donate money to Tot Shabbat Onegs, youth group and religious school scholarships. We also

WRJ members.

have a great Purim basket program that helps to full the mitzvah of giving gifts of food to family and friends.

V

ivian wanted to give back for the help she received and

W

e also like to have fun. Whether it is making challahs, movie and pizza night, yoga classes or mahjong we have a
variety of activities to appeal to people of all ages and interests. There really is something for everyone. Come

began working in the gift shop and then running it.

Continuing to be a member of WRJ, she joined the TKE board

check out an event and see what we are really about. I have been a sisterhood member for 20 years and cherish all the

running art auctions and holding several board positions over a

friendship and true sisterhood I have found. We always have room for another sister, so come check us out.

10 year period.

W

R

WRJ-affiliated sisterhoods to provide grants

risen. From helping to get the renovations on the social hall

to provide the tools necessary or religious,

done, baking hamentashen, helping with membership calling

social and educational growth. Youth-Through

programs and many other things she is always up for the next

the YES fund WRJ founded and continues

challenge.

hat is the Y.E.S. Fund? YES (Youth,
Education and Special projects)

collects funds from WRJ individuals and

to support NFTY as well as camp and Israel
programs. Education-YES fund helps train
clergy by providing scholarships for students
at HUC-JIR’s four campuses.
page
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S

pecial projects-We support advocacy at the Religious Action Center by funding a Legislative Assistant who advocates

ecently she decided to comeback to her WRJ roots and took
a position on the WRJ Board as Executive Vice President.

She has jumped right in helping everyone as the needs have

T

hat is why we have given her this honor. Vivian exemplifies
everything the YES Fund and WRJ stand for and we are so

happy she is our sister.
page
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Elaine
Sweet
Oct 12
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Elaine Sweet will become a Bat Mitzvah on October 12, 2019.
Lainey is a seventh grader at Mabry Middle School. She is the
daughter of Amy and Russell Sweet, younger sister of Danny and older
sister of Michael. Lainey plays the bass in the Mabry Orchestra. She also
sings in the Mabry Chorus. She is an avid soccer player known as the “Holy Goalie”
by her teammates. For her service project she is raising money for breast cancer
research in honor of her friends’ mother who is going through breast cancer treatment.
She has been working very hard preparing for her Bat Mitzvah and is looking forward to
sharing this day with her friends and family.

Alena Michelle Katz, daughter of Dan and Jen Katz and older sister to
Aaron, is looking forward to becoming a Bat Mitzvah on October 26th. Alena
is a 7th grader at Dodgen Middle School; she has worked hard throughout her
scholastic career and has put that same effort and hard work into her Hebrew
studies. She enjoys gymnastics, art, playing the cello, and spending time with her
friends. For her mitzvah project she has partnered with Dr. Good at Town & Country
Veterinary Clinic to start a homeless pets club, “Mission Pawssible,” at her school to help find
forever homes for animals in need. We are so proud of all her accomplishments and the amazing
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Alena
Michelle Katz
Oct 26

person she is. We love her with all our hearts and look forward to celebrating this milestone with her.

Dylan
Gage Ryley
Nov 9

Dylan Gage Ryley will become Bar Mitzvah on November 9th.
Dylan is a 7th grade honor student at Simpson Middle School. He
is a Boy Scout, following his big brother’s path to Eagle Scout. He is a
football player for Lassiter Trojans Youth, and a rugby player for the East
Cobb Colts Rugby team. Dylan loves all water sports – especially tubing and
knee boarding. He loves new challenges, has no fears, and became a certified scuba
diver in July. His Bar Mitzvah project was with Our Pals Place, a no-kill dog/cat shelter,
where he spent several Sundays volunteering to help with the dog adoption process.
Parents, Scott and Tammi Ryley, and older siblings, Jared and Meagan Ryley, and even Starsky
and Hutch Ryley, our cats, are so very proud of Dylan.

Emma Mundahl, daughter of Scott and Stacie Mundahl and
older to sister to Jake, is looking forward to her Bat Mitzvah on
December 7, 2019. Emma is a 7th grade honor student at Crabapple
Middle School. She enjoys playing lacrosse, baking, painting & drawing,
skateboarding, playing with her dogs and spending time with friends and family.
For her Mitzvah project, Emma’s been raising money to support various children
cancer charities by making and selling friendship bracelets. She also plans to donate her
hair following her Bat Mitzvah to benefit children undergoing cancer treatments. We are

Emma
Mundahl
Dec 7

incredibly proud of the young woman Emma has become and look forward to her big day!
page
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Family
Promise
Written by Jodi Roberts

to recruit the volunteers!

with an organization to help homeless

Through word of mouth, requesting,

families with children embodies our

encouraging, pushing, and prodding.

desire to “repair the world.” It was

Through Shabbat announcements,

an advantage to have the Doc Lebow

use of our website, emails, and calls,

Center, a former home with space

enough volunteers needed to pull off

enough to house families temporarily

one week of housing for 3-4 families

in a comfortable, private, and safe

came to be. Our volunteers graciously

environment. Carolyn and I were also

gave their time, money, energy, and

confident we had the volunteer base to

muscle power to make sure our first

provide for all the man/woman power

week went without a hitch. Ah, but isn’t
there always a hitch?!

t began with a phone call from

I

volunteers, meals and financial

to pull off caring for 3-4 families over

a friend. Carolyn Shapiro told

donations. Additionally, Family Promise

the course of one week.

me of this wonderful organization,

of Cobb offers several programs,

Having received the Board of Trustees

Family Promise, that helped

including Transitional Housing Program,

approval and the Rabbi’s endorsement,

homeless families. Her knowledge

Food Box Program, and Graduate

we rolled up our sleeves, identified our

came serendipitously as she was

Resources and Continuing Education

needs, and got to work! We first had to

We had three families, three adults and

additional resources to keep everyone

do endure a level of stress of which we

representing another service

Program.

make sure the DLC (Doc Lebow Center)

seven children ranging in age from 2

comfortable. And, with all the

can only imagine.

was ship-shape and ready. Some minor

to 15 years old. The volunteers were

excitement, our first week ended on an

ith TIkkun Olam such a

repairs, cleaning, and moving furniture;

excited to participate. Food was in

unplanned Monday!

dominant concept in our faith,

fortunately, it did not take much. Next

abundance and our dinner hosts and

the idea of Family Promise most

step, out went the appeal for donated

overnight hosts with set. We were

participation, she sought a partner to

certainly fit into our mission. Tikkun

items we need to make the DLC a short-

all a bit nervous, not knowing what to

help make this program a recurring

Olam strictly defined is Hebrew for

term home. We asked for, and received,

really expect, but that was no surprise.

reality within our walls. I am not sure

“world repair” and is the concept

sheet sets, blankets/comforters, towels,

what made her reach out to me, but I

defined by acts of kindness performed

am sure glad she did! I agreed Temple

organization receiving funding from a
local philanthropist. She was convinced
it was the right fit for our congregation.
In pursuing Temple Kol Emeth’s

W

W

eek #1, December 2017, all
systems go! The week started

fairly well, uneventful by all standards.

T

A

s for me, my heart is full. I have
received far more than I have

emple Kol Emeth has increased
our time each year to our current

given. My family and I have donated
household items and donated gift

commitment of three weeks annually.

cards. We have given our time

The surprise came as we were to be

We have seen many of our volunteers

organizing, communicating, and

personal hygiene products, furniture,

ending our time and transferring the

return, time and again. And, we see

seeking the help needed to make this a

to perfect or repair the world. Social

baby toys and items, children’s games

families, belongings and cots to the

new faces with each new week. We

reality. We have moved cots and bins,

Kol Emeth was a perfect fit and it didn’t

action and the quest for social justice

and books, as well as gift cards. We

next congregation. It started to snow

have shared food with vegetarians,

furniture, and food in to the DLC and

take long before we were both fully

are strongly weaved into the fabric of

now had the infrastructure, it was time

on Friday night, and it did not stop

vegans, gluten-free, and those with

back out again. I have played games

engaged in bringing this organization

until all was covered snow and ice!

food allergies. We have had families

of Uno, Sorry, and Dino-Checkers. I

within our walls, literally.

At least one family was stuck where

with children of all ages, single parents,

have helped with homework and I

they were, across the county. Our

and married couples. We have had

have chased little ones across the

amily Promise is a national

overnight volunteers were stuck at the

quiet and reserved folks who need

drive, squealing with laughter. I have

organization with local chapters

DLC, and all plans changed as travel

their peace and space, and we have had

watched teenagers retreat to their

who provide shelter, meals and support

was too hazardous on the icy roads!

engaging parents and kids. Everyone

room, needing the space and time

services through a network of local

We ended up hosting an additional

is different and we respect their need

to themselves and I have had lively

congregations. Each host congregation

night as not enough ice had melted

for space and rest, but we are here

conversations with other teens about

provides caring volunteers, three meals

to allow the van and trailer to reach

when they need us. Each week in the

the books they are reading. I have

daily, and lodging for up to four weeks

the next congregation. Fortunately,

program brings a new place to lay their

chatted with and hugged parents,

in the year. If a congregation wishes to

our volunteers and families were all

heads, new faces of which to seek

donated beds and helped to move

participate but are unable to provide

flexible and there were no additional

answers, and new locations to navigate

them in to an apartment. I have held a

the resources needed to host, they may

problems. There was an plenty of

the roads and traffic. It is a hard

mother as she cried her tears of fatigue

participate as a support congregation.

leftover food, some volunteers gave

place to be, transitional housing. Not

and frustration on my shoulder. And,

Support congregations assist with

additional time, and others provided

everyone can manage it, and those that

I have made new friends throughout!

F
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Welcome to

5780

Written by Rachel Barich
President of Temple Kol Emeth

Tzedkah: Giving.

while! https://www.kolemeth.net/services

This is the ‘easy’ one on our challenge list. Giving money and time

11. Have a Shabbat meal with family or friends – and say

are crucial to the communities in which we live. So let’s do it!

the blessings for the candles, wine and challah (yum!) https://
reformjudaism.org/jewish-holidays/shabbat

1. Participate in TKE’s High Holiday Give Matching Challenge
12. Do you have a mezuzah on your house? If you need help
2. Provide monetary support for the causes that mean something

putting one up, see Rabbi Lebow… or check out URJ’s Reform

to you. Here are some of the organizations and causes that I

Judaism website https://reformjudaism.org/practice/prayers-

support along with supporting TKE – Alzheimer’s Association (alz.

blessings/hanging-mezuzah

ELUL 5779/CHESHVAN/TISHREI/KISLEV/TEVET 5780
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org), Hillel of UGA (ugahillel.org), Women of Reform Judaism (wrj.
org), Parkinson’s Foundation (Parkinson.org), Pancreatic Cancer

13. Research the meaning and purpose of prayer – it’s about

Action Network (pancan.org), and more.

community, connection, and so much more. Consider the article
“Why Pray? A Variety of Jewish Answers” as a starting point

3. Volunteer at TKE – we have committees forming to help

https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/why-pray-jewish-

maintain the Children’s Memorial Garden, to welcome new

answers/

You have before you our new VOICE – our new way of

members, to honor Rabbi Lebow. Spend a few hours helping in

presenting you with a view into our Jewish Home. Here you

the TKE office or the Religious School office. Find something that

14. There are blessings for nearly everything in Jewish practice

will find the voices of our community as we invite you to get

needs doing, and help!

– for eating, for waking up, for encountering nature. Download
the app Daily Blessings (https://www.ccarpress.org/shopping_

to know us, get to know our passions, get to know what’s
going on here for you at TKE.
the choices to attend Hebrew School, to observe Shabbat or

4. Volunteer for organizations that you feel are doing good in our

product_list.asp?catID=3754) to have the blessing handy the next

community.

time you see a rainbow!

As the President of TKE, I spend a lot of time in meetings

the holidays, to go to camp at the JCC. Those choices were

about operations, facilities, budgets, programming, and

made for me. All I really needed to do to ‘be Jewish’ was to

5.Giving is more complex than you think. Maimonides identified

15. Prayer is about elevating a specific time or event and giving

finances. I spend a lot of time considering where TKE has

simply be. But I make those choices now, for myself.

eight levels of giving charity (“Give a man a fish and you feed him

it special meaning. Our tradition has designated many of these

for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”)

for us. But you might have something personal that you want to

been and where TKE is going – as we strategize about TKE’s
place in your lives and how to make what we provide our

At Rosh Hashana, we are each given an opportunity to make

Research the of giving Tzedakah (charity) to develop your own

commemorate – something happy or something more difficult.

congregants as relevant and meaningful as possible. This

a choice – to choose how to BE JEWISH for the coming year.

ideas of what giving could mean for you and your family. See:

Consider looking for a prayer or ritual for these times – something

year we are embarking on a journey to define ourselves and

Our High Holiday services continually remind us that this is

https://reformjudaism.org/practice/ask-rabbi/are-we-obligated-

that can give added meaning for you. Read this powerful essay

who we want to be as we choose our next Rabbi – a journey

the time to renew our commitment to t’shuvah, t’fillah, and

give-tzedakah-charity or https://www.myjewishlearning.com/

about how a caregiver found solace in the morning prayer, Modeh

that is both thrilling and somewhat daunting.

tzedkah, to repentance, prayer, and charity.

article/tzedakah-101/

Ani, as she journeyed with her husband on hospice https://
reformjudaism.org/power-prayer-ritual-and-tradition-reflections-

6. WHAT 7. ARE 8. YOU 9. GIVING?

caregiver.

T’fillah: Prayer

16. New prayers and rituals are being written every day. Explore

But as I sit in services this season, it is not budgets and

In traditional practice, the preparation for Rosh Hashana

facilities or operations and programming that are my

begins 29 days before the start of the holiday. The

passions. My passion, my reason for being here, is to to

preparation begins on the 1st of Elul (the Hebrew month

connect to something we call Judaism. For me, that history

that precedes Rosh Hashana), and for each of those 29 days

with Judaism runs deep. My sister did one of those DNA tests

we add special prayers and even the blow the Shofar. Now,

Prayer is a bit harder. We think of it as a very formal process – you

resource is RitualWell.org (https://www.ritualwell.org/). If you

and discovered (in the least shocking piece of news ever) that

since it is already Rosh Hashana, those 29 days of Elul have

arrive at a specific place at a designated time and follow a codified

see something that inspires you, share it with the TKE Ritual

we are genetically 99.9% Ashkenazi Jewish. My ancestors

passed… but the challenge of using those 29 days as days of

set of actions until you have completed the service. And, yes, you

Committee!

really did follow a straight and narrow path!

preparation, days of consideration, remains.

will find that experience on the list. But prayer can be more than

some of these prayers to bring them into your life. A great

that, too.

page
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With that kind of history, it is very easy to slip into

So… here is a list of 29 Ways to Renew Doing Jewish in 5780.

complacency. I did not have to work very hard to ‘be Jewish.’

I’ll get it started… but I can’t finish it myself. I’m counting on

10. Yes – attend one of Kol Emeth’s Shabbat or Holiday services.

My parents are Jewish. My grandparents were Jewish. My

each of you to join in.

Better yet, bring a friend, maybe someone who hasn’t been in a

great-grandparents were Jewish. Growing up, I didn’t make

17. HOW 18. CAN 19. YOU 20. ADD 21. PRAYER into your life?

continued on page 17

page
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synagogue. Bring your Jewish values to other areas of your
life – to the causes you support and the actions you take.
26. WHY 27. BRING 28. JUDAISM 29. INTO YOUR LIFE?

CONTINUED

T’Shuvah: Repentance
These things are small, but the

this organization. Thank you, Family

capable volunteer, Liz Platner. She

We might think that t’shuvah only happens at the High

gratification I have received from

Promise of Cobb (and National) for

will be joined by Debbie Bethea as

Holidays. Certainly, the idea of repentance and forgiveness

helping these families, and being

providing the structure that allows us

Volunteer Coordinator. Sue Eisen

have a central place in our High Holy Day ritual. But the word

present with them as well as working

to make a small difference in the lives

will be managing the food and dinner

t’shuvah comes from the Hebrew meaning, “return.” And

with the volunteers is immeasurable.

of these families. And, thank you to all

preparers, as Marnie Harris will also be

returning - considering where one is, where one has been,

This experience will be with me for a

the volunteers in the TKE community

stepping down. I will enjoy watching

and where one wants to go – can be done anytime. And it is

lifetime!

who have made these last three years

this program continue at TKE and

not just about forgiveness. It is about change, growth, and

working with Family Promise so easy

will look forward to volunteering my

creating new connections. As we turn to a new year and

am so grateful to have played

as we continue our congregational

time for this very needed and worthy

consider how we want to DO JEWISH in the coming year, we

a small part in bringing some

Mitzvah, working towards making our

organization!

can look at ways to deepen our connections to our Jewish

I

safety and comfort to these
children and their families as they
work to find affordable housing in
Cobb County. Thank you, Carolyn
Shapiro, for bringing awareness of

world a better place.

I

communities – and make those communities essential in our
daily lives.

now end my time as Volunteer
Coordinator, handing the reins

over to an equally caring and

22. Try something new being offered at TKE. We have new
Chavurot groups – photography, stitch & schmooze, hiking,
book clubs and more. I’ve always wondering how about
taking pictures – and joked about taking a photography class.
Now’s my chance to meet new people and take on a new
hobby.
23. Add Jewish learning to your life. It doesn’t have to be
a formal class (although that is good too!). ReformJudaism.
org, a project of the Union for Reform Judaism, offers email
newsletters on all sorts of topics – Torah, Social Justice, Israel,

Oh, the smell of
challah!
It was a Sunday funday on September
15 when friends got together for a first annual Challah and
Cocktails. We stirred, we rolled, and we twisted our challahs
to perfection that afternoon led by the guidance of our WRJ
challah masters. After completion, everyone in attendance
took home their challahs to bake.
Thank you to Amy Sweet and the ladies of WRJ for organizing
a terrific event!
page
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Holidays. A few clicks and knowledge arrives in your inbox
each week! http://pages.mail.rj.org/subscribe

Here at TKE, we talk about wanting to be your Jewish Home.
This VOICE 2.0 provides you a window into that home. You
can see what’s happening – maybe even get a listen.
But if what you see intrigues you…
If you find something on this list of ways to DO JEWISH that
speaks you…
Then come in the door. We’ll leave the light on for you.

Y

our WRJ Judaica
Shop has something
for everyone and gifts
for every occasion:
b’nai mitzvah, bride and
groom, anniversary,
kitchen, mezuzot for
every door, Shabbat,
High Holidays, Chanukah, Purim, and
Passover.

G

ift Shop open Fridays before
Shabbat services (7:30pm-8pm) and
Sunday mornings while Sunday School
is in session (9:30am-1pm). We need
volunteers for these shifts. Please contact
Illyse Sheaffer illyse@writeme.com

** WRJ RENTS **

24. Recognize that “returning” may take a while – and may
require a deeper commitment. We’d love to see you at
Shabbat once… but it’s more meaningful to you and to us to
see you once a month (or more!). Lighting Shabbat candles
at home once is important; lighting every Friday makes it an
anchor to your week.
25. A meaningful connection to Judaism may not even look

ELUL 5779/CHESHVAN/TISHREI/KISLEV/TEVET 5780

Welcome to Your Jewish Home

W

RJ Rents is not only for all your
linen needs but it also serves as
a fundraiser for the many wonderful
programs that WRJ sponsors. Please
contact Rachel Barich at 770-598-7095 or
email wrjrents@gmail.com

particularly Jewish and it doesn’t always take place in a
page
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TKE Men’s Club

of supporting our Jewish Home. Contact the Men’s Club

Secretary - Frank Mix

officers for more information on how you can become a

(jemdad99@yahoo.com)

part of Brotherhood.
Treasurer - Bill Lerner
President - Henry Hene

(billern@gmail.com)

(hhene@pinkerton-laws.com)
May each of you join my family and me in the new traditions
Vice President - Aric Fine

of our Jewish Home.

(aricfine@bellsouth.net)

B’shalom,
Henry Hene

ELUL 5779/CHESHVAN/TISHREI/KISLEV/TEVET 5780

Welcome to Your Jewish Home

Where do YOU belong?
Written by Henry Hene
hat is a “Brotherhood”? The term ‘Brotherhood’

W

future generations. Members going through their own

can mean very different things to different people.

Adult B’nai Mitzvah to fulfill their dream of reading the

The standard definition is a community of people brought

words of the Torah also receive a gift. We contribute

together with a common goal. The kinship we see in sports

to Avodah (“work, worship, and service) by conducting

is an example of people coming together for a single team

our annual Men’s Club worship service, prepared and

to energize them to success. Members of the military

presented by individuals of our Brotherhood. Tzedakah

demonstrate their exclusivity as a brotherhood through

is part of our day to day practice of contributing funds

their rally cries. I like to think of it as bonding of men with

to those in need as well as to the overall benefit of

different backgrounds with common values working

TKE. Annually the members build a Sukkah for all the

together for the good of Temple Kol Emeth.

congregation to enjoy. And finally, the good deeds of
Maasim Tovin are what we exhibit in our daily beliefs.

F

fierce competition at City Club Marietta. 28 golfers competed in

TKE Men’s Club

GOLF
TOURNAMENT

a 4-person scramble format and the winning team took the trophy
with a winning score of -8. The Fore Hadley Foundation, a foundation
that supports families whose children suffer from Congenital
Diaphragmatic Hernia, were the real winners of the event. Proceeds
from the tournament, raffle, and silent auction went towards the
amazing work this foundation performs. Thank you to our tourney

or the past fifteen years, I have served many different

Banding together in support of the TKE Habitat For

committee led by Lon Goodman, players, and sponsors for making this

roles at TKE. This year I have the distinct pleasure of

Humanity day. Working with WRJ (Women of Reform

event a huge success!

addressing each of you in my new capacity as President

Judaism) in support of their many events and being Being

of TKE Men’s Club. This role will be the most exciting yet.

a part of the development of a stronger community that is

The new year is full of anticipation as the Men’s Club is

TKE.

reimagined.

S

o, what is the Men’s Club at TKE? First, the mission is
to provide the support, engagement, and education

page
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T

KE’s Annual Golf Tournament on Sunday, September 15 featured

N

ow that you know a little more about who the
Brotherhood is, we invite all men of TKE to become

a part of the activities that are the Men’s Club of TKE. TKE

opportunities befitting of the Jewish Home that make us

spouses, this is a great way to get that man of yours out

all proud. How is this achieved? Members participate in

of the house and involved. New TKE members enjoy a free

the pursuit of Torah by supporting TKE Temple Kol B’nai

first year of membership but as As we often find, the value

Mitzvah programs that provide recognition gifts for our

of membership is what we as individuals put into the effort
page
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Simple Baked Chicken
Chicken parts – I usually stick with leg quarters,
thighs and/or drumsticks, if using breasts cut in
half – 2 pieces per headcount
Kosher Salt – ½ C
Pepper – 1 - 2 T
Thyme – 2 – 3 T
Paprika – 2 – 3 T
Preheat oven to 375 f (convection on if you
have it)
1) Stir salt and spices together.
2) Pat chicken pieces with salt/spice mixture
and place in disposable pan or cookie sheet in
a single layer.

3) Bake chicken approx. 30 minutes until it looks
brown & crispy on outside and internal temp is
165 f. (cook time varies with how many trays in
the oven, whether convection feature is used and
from oven to oven)
4) Place cooked chicken pieces in disposable pan,
can be stacked at this point
5) Drain cooking juices into a fat separator/
measuring cup (easy to find this device at
Thanksgiving if you don’t have one) and pour the
non-fatty chicken drippings into a disposable
container. These can be put back in the pan when
the chicken is reheated at the Center.

Cooking

from the heart
Written by Susan Eisen

Hi, my name is Susan Eisen and I love to cook. While is it fun to cook for friends and
family, it is a special mitzvah to cook for those in need – the hungry and homeless.
For over 30 years Temple Kol Emeth has supported the Zaban Paradies Center for
Couples by providing a cooked meal and servers for 12 nights each season. We
cover this obligation with generous volunteers who purchase and prepare the meal
for approx. 50 people and volunteers who deliver the meal to the Center and serve it
to the residents.
or the last 12 years Susie Tabor and I have coordinated meals from TKE for the Zaban Center. We
also have a core group of volunteers that sign up year after year. Many thanks to Esta, Jeff and
Will Mitchell, Cathy Alterman, Larry Melnick, Randy and Steve Levinson, Amy Davies, Bob and Judy
Abraham, Barbara Rittman, Ilene Chait, Lisa Mallis, Sandie Hendler, Marge Krengel, Leni Gochman,
Helene Holtzman and Illyse Sheaffer. This year we hope to expand this list and get more people
involved. Shelter cooking is not fancy or complex. The meals need to be sturdy. Most meals are
prepared a day or two ahead of time, stored in a refrigerator and reheated in a convection oven at the Center.
Dishes that taste better when reheated the next day are preferred. The residents tend to shy away from unfamiliar
dishes. Mac & cheese, chicken, and mashed potatoes are usually listed as favorites on the resident surveys.
page
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One year we had 50 lbs of beef hot dogs left over from

This coming season Temple Kol Emeth is assigned

Noshfest. We froze them and used them in a Beanie
Weenie casserole (Baked beans, hotdogs and BBQ
sauce) for 3 meals throughout the year. The Beanie
Weenie was paired with a Cracker Barrel hash brown
casserole and veggies. This humble meal was a big hit
at the Center and with the volunteers who made it.

the following dates:

November 13th & 14th, 2019
December 13th & 14th, 2019
January 13th& 14th, 2020
February 12th & 13th, 2020

I have a group of friends that sign up to make a meal

March 14th&15th, 2020

with me every year. We get together to cook the meal.
We cook, chat and always have at least a little snack.
Many hands make light work. Most years WRJ-TKE
organizes a group cooking date for the Center. When
you sign up to cook, you always have the choice to
join in a group cook or to cook at your house on your
schedule.

April 14th&15th, 2020

ELUL 5779/CHESHVAN/TISHREI/KISLEV/TEVET 5780
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Please consider signing up to cook and/or serve
this coming season. The signup genius link for
volunteering is: https://bit.ly/2mhqmm8

Frequent volunteers have their favorite dishes to

make for the Center. Susie Tabor has a modified
pot pie recipe. After years of experimentation with
various toppings (pastry does not do that well in the
convection ovens), she now tops her pies with stove
top stuffing. Amy Davies has a Jambalaya recipe
(with no pork or shellfish). Judy Abraham often makes
brisket. I have a Betty Crocker tamale pie recipe that
I multiply by 4 or 6 that I love to make. My all-time
favorite is simple baked chicken, recipe on page 20.
Since 1984, Zaban Paradies Center has provided shelter,
basic necessities and counseling to homeless couples in the
Atlanta Metro area – a traditionally underserved segment
of the homeless population. The shelter operates from
October 15 – the end of April every year. During the 20172018 season:
•39 couples were enrolled
•Average length of stay was 44 days
•74% of all couples enrolled were able to move to
permanent housing by Apr. 30, 2018

Hash Brown Casserole
4 bags (about 30 oz) Frozen Hash Browns,
thawed
4 sticks Butter, melted
4 cans Cream of Chicken Soup
4 small Onions, chopped
32 oz Shredded Cheddar Cheese
4 tsp salt
2 tsp Black Pepper
4 cups Sour Cream
Grease 2 large (approx. 18” X 13”) disposable
pans
Preheat oven to 350.
1) In a bowl mix onion, soup, black pepper and
all but 4 cups of the cheese.
2) Add sour cream and mix well.
3) Add hash browns and melted butter. Mix
well.
4) Transfer to prepared dishes.
5) Top with remaining cheese
6) Bake 45-55 minutes until bubbly.

•64% employable residents found full or part time work
(including 82% job readiness enrollees)
page
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Make
the
Choice

“Make the choice to truly step
outside your comfort zone, cry,
fall down, and then to get back
up and continue on, and watch
what happens”

Our final
summit on
Mt. Katahdin
in Baxter
State Park,
Maine.
October 11,
2017.

ELUL 5779/CHESHVAN/TISHREI/KISLEV/TEVET 5780
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Charlotte M. Kolesar grew up at
Temple Kol Emeth, became a Bat
Mitzvah, and was married there.
Charlotte and her husband currently
live in Woodstock, and we look
forward to many more adventures
to come!

M

any of us often quit,
walk away from, or
otherwise give up on
our endeavors. We

“Make the choice to truly step
outside your comfort zone, cry,
fall down, and then
get back up...”

may have the very

best intentions for “this time I will…”

Charlotte found
a “giant puffer”
while climbing
Lehigh Gap,
Pennsylvania.

page
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The White
Mountains
of New
Hampshire
brought
extremely
challenging
terrain and
extraordinary
views. The
descent of Mt.
Madison was
no exception.

Charlotte and
Erik in the tent
at Brown Fork
Gap Shelter,
North Carolina
after hiking in
snow and sleet
all day. It was
so cold we were
wearing nearly
everything in
our packs and
and sitting in
our sleeping
bags.

but almost inevitably for so many,

than I’d like to admit, if I’m being

habit wins out. This begs the question,

honest. But I consider myself one of

“If every time I try and fail, why should

the lucky ones—On October 11, 2017,

I try this time?” I asked myself this

I completed a goal that was 10+ years

question for much of my life; more

in the making, and I proved to myself

and

that, without question, I was the only

decisions that would ultimately

person who’d ever stood in my way.

shape our experience, and the

T

outcome of our walk.

logistics,

and

monumental

Rainbow Ledges, Maine. Our views of
Mt. Katahdin, the peak seen between the
trees, were bitter sweet as our adventure
neared its end.

Trail all the way to Central Maine. Our

W

transformative months. Most people

and teaches, holds and releases in

days were long and often grueling;

would call this an “achievement”

equal measure, it shifted the axis

we faced injuries, emotional, mental,

for which the natural response

on which our world turns.

and physical barriers, family illness

might be “Congratulations!” While

he journey was not mine
alone. My husband and I
left Springer Mountain in
North Georgia together,
intending

to

hike

the

2,180-mile length of The Appalachian

hen

was

we’re grateful for the support and

said and done,

excitement in our decidedly giant

we’d lived in

accomplishment, it was and is so

the

woods

much more: This two foot wide trail,

utterly

a dirt path that lives and breathes

for

all

7
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Erik and
Charlotte
enjoying a
gorgeous
surprise view
on a side trail
near Ethan
Pond Campsite
in The White
Mountains
of New
Hampshire.

T
always

opportunity

to

learn

he thing is,

any one of the above

growth

certainly makes us two

is

daunting,

exceedingly

often painful,

people. But learning all

and

nearly

of them while watching

uncomfortable.

The Trail’s show unfold

These are all emotions

as

many

living in the wings of her

of

us

are

though

fortunate

we

were

conditioned to avoid. But

enormous

stage—that

what if, instead of turning

was

simply

away

greatest privilege of our

from

them,

we

couple

of

the

lives.

embrace them? Consider
a

quite

common

buzzwords: “meditation”
and “mindfulness.”
jumped

in

that

I
river

headfirst, and I thought I
really understood where
it was taking me. But
the reality is, meditation
comes in so many forms,
it’s doubtful even the
most meditative monks
of the world could name
them all, and mindfulness
is a state of being that is
very hard to find when

M

editation for me, in the

and

lightning

storms,

heat, and in abounding

is

precarious locations and

always right. Each of us

scenarios, surrounded by

is one facet in the prism

kind, loving, welcoming,

that is this world, and our

supportive

individualities make that

strangers

Many of us often quit, walk away
from, or otherwise give up on our
endeavors. We may have the very
best intentions for “this time I will…”
but almost inevitably for so many,
habit wins out.

one is in a negative

page
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process because timing
personal,

and

it’s

I

n my life “before”
we

hiked,

a lot.
I didn’t.

I

quit

And then,
I chose

seek

the

things

that

touch your soul, that turn

our undertaking not to

your world into a prism,

prism such a glittering

give up, but none were

and teach you more than

beauty. A mindful state

as dramatic as what we

you ever thought you’d

of being often naturally

lovingly refer to as “The

know. Make the choice

follows the realization of

Meltdown.”

Trekking

to truly step outside your

all of the above lessons.

poles were thrown, tears

comfort zone, cry, fall

G-d

wherever

were shed, knees hit the

down, and then get back

you feel most like your

dirt, frustration echoed

up and continue on, and
watch what happens.

lives

end, took the form of

turned family, I learned

soulful,

sparkling,

in the treetops, and I

repeat.

placing one foot in front

that gratitude is more

perfectly imperfect self.

made the choice that led

of the other, day after day,

than

me to know that I would

for seven months. From

emotion

sunup to sundown, in the

small pleasures found in

we

snow, sleet, rain, thunder

everyday life.

our journey, is that the

act,

it’s

an

And among the most

born

of

the

important lessons that

Trust the

complete this. This year

many times during

feedback loop set on

an

Visiting the wild ponies of The
Grayson Highlands, Virginia.

took

away

from

Our first summit on Springer
Mountain in North Georgia, March
14, 2017.
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Must
Ministries

Reflecting on Parsha
Vayera

with her handmaiden Hagar

17 And God heard the lad’s voice,

since she despaired of having

and an angel of God called to Hagar

n November 16 Jews the

children herself. But once Isaac

from heaven, and said to her, “What is

world over will read the

is born, in this portion, Sarah

troubling you, Hagar? Fear not, for God

parshah (Torah portion) Vayera,

becomes concerned that he will

has heard the lad’s voice in the place

here is a need.

which is the fourth portion in

lose part of his inheritance to his

where he is.

A huge need in

the book of Genesis. It is also

older half-brother, so she bids

the summer when

my favorite portion, because it

Abraham to send Hagar and

children in Cobb and

contains my favorite verse in all

surrounding counties

of Torah.

T

go hungry. During

O

famously stated that “there are only

hen I read the verses again

seven meals between civilization and

before writing this, a new

potential anarchy. At the seventh meal
lost, people are reduced to fending for

a mother to hold and comfort their

their survival, and the survival of their

child as they die, to want to capture

children, fraying the very moorings of

18 Rise, pick up the lad and grasp your

every possible moment with them.

society [.]”

Ishmael away. According to the

hand upon him, for I shall make him into

And yet these versus don’t read to me

text he gives Hagar and Ishmael

a great nation.”

as critical of Hagar. I have always felt
deep compassion for her. Indeed my

L

et us take on the role of God’s
angels and do what we can to help

n this portion, there are

sends them off into the desert.

19 And God opened her eyes, and she

heart breaks with her in her despair.

several key events that we

(While Abraham is a leader and a

saw a well of water, and she went and

She is alone, she has no money or trade

I hope you will join me in bringing food

often discuss in classes or

role model in many ways in our

filled the pouch with water and gave the

goods, she and her child are hungry and

to TKE during the High Holy Days for

sermons. Three strangers visit

stories, he is clearly not a shining

lad to drink.

thirsty in a hot, dry wilderness. She

Operation Isaiah, bringing food all

Abraham’s tent and he shows

example as a parent. He casts

is completely undone. It is no surprise

year long for the JF&CS kosher food

ith the help of congregations across the

them exceptional hospitality.

his oldest son and his mother

erse 19 has always resonated

that she is overwhelmed and behaving

pantry to be deposited in the barrel

city from all faiths, Must Minstries fed

They tell Abraham and Sarah

into the desert with some bread

with me. When we are afraid, we

in a way that seems irrational or

outside the religious school office,and

over 245,000 lunches in the 8 county Atlanta

that Sarah will finally bear a child

and water and he’s later willing to

unusual.

donating if it is in your capacity to do

area. TKE was a proud part of the effort where

and she laughs at this because

sacrifice his youngest.)

so many of our volunteers purchased and

she is far too old. God decides

assembled lunches in July. Thank you to Paula

to destroy Sodom and Abraham

Wilson who coordinated this amazing mitzvah

argues with God. Lot’s family is

for TKE.

warned to leave Sodom before

the school year,
these kids receive free and reduced lunches
through school. But in the summer months,
Must Ministries steps in.

W

I

V

often close or cover our eyes. When
we weep from despair, our eyes close.
Hagar is bereft. She is likely starving

n Genesis Chapter 21 we find

and thirsty herself, her only child is

the following verses:

dying, and she sees no resources

S

o this time I feel called in a different

challenge, such as the United Nations

way by these verses. I feel called

WFP, or Mazon: A Jewish Response to

to act as the angel of God from verse

or way out. Verse 19 shines for me

17, and reach out to people in despair,

14 And Abraham arose early

because it does not tell us that God

or to support people and organizations

back, but Lot’s wife looks back

in the morning, and he took

created a well, or made water appear.

that do.

and is turned into a pillar of salt.

bread and a leather pouch of

It tells us simply that God opened her

Watch the Thank You video: bit.ly/

Sarah does indeed give birth to

water, and he gave [them] to

eyes and she saw the well. God helped

MUSTthankyou

a son, Isaac. Later in the portion

Hagar, he placed [them] on her

Hagar to see the resource that was

an angel of God tells Abraham to

shoulder, and the child, and he

already available to her. It is a reminder

bring his son Isaac to a mountain

sent her away; and she went and

the quite often the help we need IS

Programme (WFP). And like Hagar,

in Moriah and sacrifice him.

wandered in the desert of Beer

available, if we just open our eyes. It

people whose energy is depleted,

Abraham complies, but at the

sheba.

is also notable that Hagar had to get

thinking is clouded, and strength is

the water and bring it to Ishmael. We

sapped from inadequate nutrition

last moment, the angel stops

L

planet suffer from chronic hunger

the work, but neither are you at

– Pirket Avot 2:16

according to the UN World Food

cannot expect God’s help to come in

must watch their children weakened

ram instead.

from the leather pouch, and she

the form of magic spells and blatant

by chronic hunger as well. Chronic

cast the child under one of the

miracles. We can ask God to help us

hunger and malnutrition slow or arrest

bushes.

find the courage to open our eyes and

development, impede the ability to

see what resources are available to

learn, and steal motivation.

rich material for discussion

I

t is not incumbent upon you to finish

ike Hagar, 1 in 9 people on our

15 And the water was depleted

A

Hunger.

liberty to neglect it.

Abraham and bids him sacrifice a

ll of those events provide

address the problem of chronic hunger.

so to organizations addressing this

the destruction and not look
Yasher koach to all who participated!
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W

as the executive director of the WFP,

thought struck me. We might expect

some bread and water and

I

to access that help.
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and learning. But the part of

16 And she went and sat down

assist us in taking the steps we need

this portion that calls loudest

from afar, at about the distance of

to take. This verse has always been an

to me is the story of Hagar and

two bowshots, for she said, “Let

incredible comfort to me, by reminding

Ishmael (Abraham’s older son).

me not see the child’s death.” And

me that help is available to me if I open

Earlier in the Torah Sarah had

she sat from afar, and she raised

my eyes and also by reminding me that

we are all interconnected. In 2008

told Abraham to conceive a child

her voice and wept.

I have a responsibility to take the steps

Josette Sheeran, during her tenure

B

esides the inhumanity inherent
in allowing this condition to exist,

it is important to remember that

Written by
Rebecca Tullman
Director of Education &
Youth Services
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TKE

High Holy
Day Services
Sunday
09/29/19
08:00 PM

T

emple Kol Emeth is more than a
synagogue or a community, it’s a
home. My whole life I have been a part of
TKE, from religious school to KEFTY. TKE
has always been an integral part of my life.
Just now, as the last year of high school
begins, I’ve realized how much I’m going to miss being at the synagogue. Every
minute I spend at the synagogue I cherish. From selling bagels on Sunday mornings
to teaching Hebrew on Tuesday evenings, seeing the different members of TKE and
talking to each one of them always brightens my day.

is my home
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K

EFTY is the most tightly knit and friendly group of people I have ever known. My
entire high school career has been defined by the people I’ve met through KEFTY.
Working with TKE through KEFTY has turned into one of the happiest experiences of
my life. As a member of the KEFTY board along with my work as a Hebrew teacher,
I’m proud to leave my mark on KEFTY and TKE to make it the best place for future
generations of children to grow up.

Monday
09/30/19
09:00 AM

I
Erev Rosh Hashanah
5780

Monday
09/30/19
12:30 PM

Rosh Hashanah
5780 - Late Service
Traditional
page
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used to hate going to Sunday School every single week when I was younger. My
mom making me get up early in the morning was the worst part. As I grew up I
started to enjoy having talks about why we do this and why we don’t do that. Now I
volunteer to get up early on Sundays to be the bagel boy and I cherish every minute
of it. Seeing parents bring their children in every Sunday energizes me and makes me
feel good about the future of Temple Kol Emeth.

Erev Rosh Hashanah
5780 - Early Service
Bluegrass

Monday
09/30/19
3:45 PM

Rosh Hashanah
5780 - Family Service
Bluegrass

Written by Eli Roberts, Grade 12

Tuesday
10/01/19
10:00 AM

Rosh Hashanah
5780 - 2nd Day

Tuesday
10/08/19
8:00 PM

Kol Nidre
5780

Wednesday
10/09/19
9:00 AM
12:30 PM

Yom Kippur
5780 - Early &
Late Service

Wednesday
10/09/19
4:30 PM
5:30 PM
6:15 PM

Yom Kippur
5780 - Afternoon
Service - Yizkor
Neilah
page
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The

TKE

Board

of Trustees
extends a

special thank

of Reform Judaism

U
YO

you to our Women

and our Men’s Club for

improvement each auxilliary
has made to TKE recently.

refurbishment of the Social Hall that

&
RJ
W

WRJ sponsored a major

took place this summer. They provided for

the replacement of the Social Hall carpeting

and the purchase of all new tables and chairs.

You might not notice the tables as much - but the

new ones are safer and sturdier and we are grateful

to have them. You will certainly notice the new chairs -

they are beautiful! The gold-and-blue chairs coordinate so

seating for 300, all on matching chairs! WRJ is pleased to have

B
LU
SC
N’
ME

much better with the decor in our public spaces. We now have

been able to support TKE in this way - and hopes that each of us

enjoys these new upgrades as we share Onegs, life-cycle events, and
social occasions together.

Men’s Club is sponsoring the purchase of a brand new Sukkah - which we will

all get to see in just a few weeks! The new Sukkah, a temporary structure used

during the celebration of the holiday of Sukkot, will provide a lovely space for us to
shake our lulav and etrogs and enjoy our holiday together as a community.

A sincere thank you to both groups for their ongoing support of Temple Kol Emeth!
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A

Board of
Trustees...
Introducing the
newest members of
the board.

M

ichael Nelson has been a member of the
synagogue since 2016 and joined the Board
of Trustees in 2019. He currently serves as the
Director of Education. Professionally, Michael is
an accomplished investor relations professional
with experience on both the buy and sell sides of
the investment management business. He began
his career as a fixed income trader and portfolio
manager before spending ten years as a sell side
analyst covering the technology industry. Michael
currently is Vice President of Investor Relations
for NCR Corporation. He received his Bachelor of
Science in economics from Cornell University and his
Master of Business Administration from Vanderbilt
University. Michael and
his wife, Sandy, moved
to Atlanta from New York
City in 2012, with their
children Miles and Josie.
He loves watching Miles
play travel baseball and
basketball and watching
Josie dance.
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Michael Nelson
Director of Education

dam Davies has recently joined the TKE Board
of Trustees as VP of Community Affairs.
Adam’s family has been a member of TKE since
1991 and recently, Adam has volunteered with
TKE’s engagement in Family Promise. In his spare
time, Adam enjoys hiking and spending time with
his wife (Amy) and 3 kids (Megan, 15; Elliot, 10; and
Katherine, 10). Adam received his Bachelors in
Mechanical Engineering from Georgia Tech and MBA
from The University of Georgia. He has spent most
of his professional career in various manufacturing
and retail positions and is currently working at
Floor & Decor as Director of Quality Assurance. If
you would like to get involved in community affairs
through TKE or have
ideas for how TKE can
improve its’ community
involvement, please
contact Adam at
addavies75@gmail.com.

Adam Davies
VP of Community Relations

F

rank Mix and his wife Arlene have been
members of the TKE since 1991. Arlene
introduced Frank to TKE shortly after meeting in
early 1991 and TKE immediately felt like home
to both of them. Frank is joining the Board of
trustees in 2019-20 as Director of Membership.
Frank also serves as secretary for Men’s Club
and is a past president of Men’s Club. Frank is a
38 year employee of IBM and currently works
in the sales division. Frank received his B.S.
from Binghamton University in Mathematics &
Computer Science. Frank and Arlene live in East
Cobb with their son Jeremy who is a studying at
Tulane University. Outside of TKE, Frank coached a
variety of youth sports for 14 years and currently
serves as President
of the Willow Point
subdivision. Frank
enjoys hiking and
appreciates the TKE
Trekkers Hiking Group
and his leap year Grand
Canyon rim-to-rim
hikes. Frank can be
reached at jemdad99@
yahoo.com

Frank Mix
Director of Membership

I

nna has been a member of TKE since 2016
and joined the Board in 2019 as the recording
secretary. Before joining the Board, she
participated in the MABAT leadership program and
volunteered in the religious school.
Inna is an attorney,
currently specializing
in product liability law.
In her free time, she
enjoys traveling with
her family, especially to
Disney parks, and loves
helping others plan
their travels.

Inna Boyd
Recording Secretary

J

odi and her family became members 18 years
ago when she was pregnant with their son,
Eli. In 2006, She was called to the Torah as a Bat
Mitzvah. Her parsha in Chukat, Aaron’s death
and his robes passing to his son, spoke to her
loudly, as this was the literal embodiment of the
phrase L’dor V’dor, from generation to generation.
This was her original motivation for seeking to
become a Bat Mitzvah and explains why the
Jewish youth is her passion!
She has previoulsy been on the board and has
has the pleasure of bringing Family Promise
under our roof. You will often find her working
weekend events for NFTY-SAR, working at Camp
Coleman during the summer and throughout
the year. Jodi volunteers for the 10,000 Women
Project,who provides free cardiovascular risk
screening, education and resources to women.
She also volunteers for her son’s Boy Scout Troop.
In between all this, she works full-time for Emory
Healthcare as a Nurse Practitioner on the CocaCola Atlanta Office Complex.
Married, 20 years to Tim Roberts, who, while not
Jewish when they
married, came to the
decision to convert and
has helped to create a
Jewish home for their
family and is always
an active partner in
their Jewish life. They
have a blended family
of three sons.
Jodi can be reached
at jopersis64@gmail.
com.

Jodi Roberts
Senior VP of Programming

J

onathan, along with his family Amy, Alex,
and Charlie have been members of TKE since
2006. Alex and Charlie were both active with
their Bar Mitzvah and Confirmation classes, and
Jonathan participated in the 2014 TKE MABAT
Leadership Development Class. Jonathan is also
a member of TKE’s own Ahavat Torah Band.
Jonathan, a Tampa native attended St. Petersburg
College earning a degree in aviation. Jonathan
served honorably in the U.S. Navy as a helicopter
avionics technician during the Desert Shield/Storm
campaigns. He completed his education at Embry
Riddle Aeronautical University with a bachelor’s
degree in aviation management, and the
University of Georgia
with a master’s in
human resources
and organization
development. He is
part of the current
TKE Usher Corps,
past president of
his homeowner’s
association, past
president of the
Lassiter High School
Orchestra Association,
and past Boy Scout den leader and assistant
Scoutmaster with Pack 1714 and Troop 277
respectively. Jonathan runs a tax credit consulting
business, which allows time to become more
active with his service to TKE and his pursuit of his
favorite hobbies: music, SCUBA diving, and time
with family.
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Jonathon Warner
Vice President of Facilities

S

tuart and Tracy have been members since
2000. Daughters Stephanie & Emily were
both active in Bat Mitzvah and Confirmation
classes. Stuart has volunteered for Noshfest,
Avodah, Habitat, Children’s Memorial Garden and
numerous other programs at TKE. A native of
California, Stuart has lived in Arizona, and South
Florida. He has called Marietta his home since
1993. He has held roles
in HR, Sales, Marketing,
and coaches public
speaking and
facilitation. He has
been with ADP for
the past 21 years. He
enjoys cooking and
time with friends.

Stuart Weiss
Director of Social Media
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We Gratefully
Acknowledge
These Contributions
Avodah Awards Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Maury Shapiro in honor of Steve & Marnie
Harris’s Avodah Award
Building Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Rittman in memory of Morton 		
Schreier
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mix in memory of Jeanette and
Manuel Gorden
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mix in memory of Sophia Germain
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mix in memory of Abram Perlmutter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mix in memory of Sidney Perlmutter
Caring Committee Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Greenwald in memory of Marvin 		
Greenwald
Dr. Judith Siegel in memory of Meyer Salsbury
Children’s Memorial Fund
Ms. Amy Merlin in memory of Harriet Littman Cohen
Michael and Carolyn Shapiro in memory of Stephen 		
Sellinger and Edward Shapiro
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Harris in memory of Marlene Harris
TKE General Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cooper in memory of Morton 		
Schreier
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Brenner in memory of Jerry 		
Ehrenfreund
Ms. Rosalynd Bernstein in memory of Ida Lant, Harry
Price, Henry Samrick, and Harold Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Cohen in memory of Aaron Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Dominic Weatherill in celebration of
Jack Weatherill’s Bar Mitzvah
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lynn in memory of R. Robert Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Melnick in memory of Edna Melnick
Dr. and Mrs. Martin Silver in memory of Edward Silver
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Natkin in memory of Alex Natkin
Mrs. Hilda Tenenbaum in memory of Raymond 		
Tenenbaum
Dr. and Mrs. B.J. Harman in memory of Laura Harman
Dr. and Mrs. B.J. Harman in memory of Leo Harman
Mr. and Dr. Jon Worly in memory of Jori Dietrich
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Marks in memory of Morris Lappin,
Bernard Caplan, and Joseph Lappin
Dr. Morris Miehl in memory of Philip Swortz
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Pisik in memory of Leona 		
Lamberg
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Pisik in memory of Harriet 		
Schaffer
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Miehl in memory of Philip Swortz
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Dr. and Mrs. Richard Brenner in memory of Celia 		
Braverman
Mr. and Dr. Robert Max in memory of Rita Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lerner in memory of Jeanette Gorden,
Manuel Gorden, Dora Haas, Harry Haas
Mr. and Dr. Edward Schepps in memory of Abraham ,
Poppa Schepps and Jessie Bubby Schepps
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ganz in memory of Paul Kowal
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sheaffer in memory of Jared Sheaffer
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sheaffer in memory of Louis Klein
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hapner in memory of Sam Colick
Ms. Lenore Gochman in memory of Anne Gochman
Mr. and Mrs. David Kimmel in memory of Sam Glassman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boardman in memory of Martin 		
Berger
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Marks in memory of MB Marks
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Chait in memory of Morton Schreier
Mr. and Ms. Mel Abramovitz in memory of Fred 		
Abramovitz
KEFTY Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Singer in memory of Jori Dietrich
L’Dor V’Dor Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Marks in memory of Morris Lappin ,
Bernard Caplan, and Joseph Lappin
Mrs. Ronnie Dinin in memory of Eva Smith
Noshfest Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Singer in celebration of Noshfest
Rabbi Tzedakah Fund
Mr. Robert Rasnick in memory of Albert Rasnick
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mix in memory of Lena Mix
Mr. and Dr. Daniel Cohn in memory of
Jori Cohen-Greenberg Dietrich
Ms. Janet Lefkowitz in honor of The Berit Milah of
Noah Baruchman
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Fite in celebration of Luann and Alan
Fite’s 50th wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Fite in memory of Lee H Chait
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Fite in appreciation of Rabbi Lebow
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Fite in honor of Jack Weatherill
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hene in honor of Rabbi Lebow’s 		
Habitat for Humanity participation
Sadie Wolfort Leadership Development Fund
Mrs. Cecile Gudelsky in memory of Rowland Wolfort
Mrs. Cecile Gudelsky in memory of Sadie Wolfort
Dr. and Mrs. Craig Aronoff in memory of Sadie Wolfort
Singer-Gurovitsch Scholarship Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Craig Aronoff in memory of Jori Dietrich
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Singer in memory of Harriet Schaffer

Mark your
Calendars for
Rabbi Lebow's
Celebration Event!

Saturday, April 18, 2020
Temple Kol Emeth will be throwing a
celebration event in honor of Rabbi
Lebow and his years of service to TKE.
More info will be forthcoming!

CELEBRATE
ROSH CHODESH CHESHVAN
Tuesday, October 29th
6:30-9 pm
IT’S ANOTHER MOONPIE, MOVIE, AND
MITZVAH MOMENT!
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We’ll eat some delicious pizza, watch a fun
ladies’ movie, and spend time together to
celebrate the New Moon of the Month of
Cheshvan.
It’s our time to enjoy an evening off of cooking!
If interested, send me your pizza preference
toppings (sorry, no pork products) and two
beloved movies you’d love to see with some
gals!

Rabbi Lebow Celebration Committee
Forming Now!

Cost: $5 for all
(including drinks and dessert and mitzvah donation)

Come One, Come All…
Can’t wait to spend time together,

Bring us your talent, your mad skills and your
enthusiasm. April 18, 2020 is the date we have
chosen to honor our beloved Rabbi Lebow, and
we need your help to make this year’s fundraiser/
celebration the most epic of all time. There are
many ways that you can help, and we would be
thrilled to have you join us on this joyous mission.
We are currently filling volunteer committee
positions, ranging from publicity to décor, and
anything in between. If you have ever been the
recipient of Rabbi Lebow’s kindness, wisdom, or
sense of humor, now is the time to let him know
how much you appreciate all he has done for
Temple Kol Emeth.

Lisa Mallis, Ritual chair:
lisa@malli.com

770-289-8534

Ideas: The Wedding Date; My Big Fat Greek
Wedding; Letters from Juliet

Please contact Carolyn Shapiro at carolynshapiro@

hotmail.com, or Janet Mills at jcmills1@gmail.com.
for more information.
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Imagine seeing Israel, the real Israel,
the way Israelis see their country. In
Tel Aviv seeing where they train the
Israeli Air Force fighter pilots.

A tour of their famous graffiti and a food tour of Tel Aviv.
The first night of Hannukah spent in Israel?
See Israel the way
Israelis see it.

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE
PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

A wine tour through the
Galilee, the north of Israel.
A private visit to the Israeli
spy museum, the Mossad.

A trip you
will always
remember...

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE
PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

IMAGINE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE
PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

SEEING
THE
ISRAEL
REAL WAY?

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE
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PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

A walking tour and a cooking class in the old city
of Jerusalem. See Masada where the Judean
soldiers had their “last stand”.

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

A private sailing on the Dead Sea. Private
tours through the most fascinating parts of
Israel?

December

2020
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PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE

You can use this for styling your headings

Rabbi Lebow’s last TKE tour of Israel!

PLACE
YOUR
IMAGE IN
HERE
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We Observe the
Yahrzeits of...
October 4
Tillie Brenner, aunt of Richard Brenner
Gladys Goldstein, grandmother of Renee Krivanek
Rita Ferriera, mother of Paulette Leibowitz
Octavia Nehmen, mother of Steve Nehmen
Beatrice Samrick, sister of Rosalynd Bernstein
Herbert Goldt, father of Howard Goldt, grandfather of
Jennifer Simmons
Dorothy Kaye, grandmother of Keith Lanson
Ada Schwartz, grandmother of Alan Eisen
Jack Schrutt, father of Norman Schrutt
Louis Moskowitz, father of Marc Moskowitz
Rhoda Eisner, mother of Jane Corby
Robert Landerman, father of Pamela Tinter
Florence Concool, grandmother of Edward Schepps
Gabriel Abramovitz, brother of Mel Abramovitz
Joan Mintz, mother of Andy Mintz
David Singer, cousin of Blake Singer
Harry Kruger, husband of Natalie Kruger
Abe Lappin, uncle of Joseph Marks
Miriam Dworetz, mother of Joy Hoffmann
Jill Suchke, wife of Victor Suchke
Betty Gross, grandmother of David Hendler
Jill Suchke, sister of James Meyer
Melissa Wirth, great aunt of Harriet Brodsky
Jill Suchke, mother of Dawn Suchke
Joyce Kacher, late wife of Brad Kacher, mother of
Samantha Cipolla
Evie Mayers, grandmother of Jessica Glicker
Marvin Greenwald, father of Dan Greenwald
June Van Dyke, sister of Lola Werber
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October 11
Earl Weich, uncle of Frank Mix
Maynard Kagen, caregiver of Vivian Brostoff
Ruth Aronson, mother of Wayne Aronson
Jerry Taitz, father of Kevin Taitz
Manny Benjamin, father of Linda Ames
Isidore Rindner, grandfather of Lisa Singer
Isaac Matelsky, grandfather of Nona Taitz
Lillian Greisman, mother of Ron Greisman
Norman Goldberg, father of Wendy Goldberg
Sam Jassin, father of Lawrence Jassin
Leonard Light, father of Mark Light
Lillian Hart, father of Janis Golden

Willie Lent, aunt of Kathy Kestin
Miriam Silverman, daughter of Helen Klug,
mother of Gillian Silverman
Thomas Anderson Akin, father of Betsy Siegel
October 18
Laurette Patterson, mother of Susan Eisen
Naomi Barenblit, grandmother of Michelle Pierson
Mickey Caplan, uncle of Ronni Landau
Benjamin Hendler, grandfather of David Hendler
Joseph Jacobs, husband of JoAnn Jacobs, father of
Lisa Isaacson
Anita Harwood, grandmother of Beth Warchol
Ceil Hait, grandmother of Alex Hait
Barbara Lurie, sister of Karen Rosen
Lucille Cohen, mother of Susan Cohen
Edward Paul, father of Scott Paul
Ella Blecher, aunt of Rena Zweben
Gertrude Schoychid, grandmother of Iris Koplen and
Lawrence Schuman
Edward Paul, husband of Sharon Paul
Stanley Keoskie, father of Jodi Pardue
Sonya Medoff, mother of Tina Strauss
Marian Morris, aunt of Tami Kruger
Florence Melnik, mother of Robert Melnik
Lorel Krulewitch, mother of Suzy Mayer
Jason Orenstein, brother of Gregory Orenstein
Ruth Rubin, aunt of Tracey Brabant
October 25
Anna Schneider, mother of Harvey Schneider
Samuel James Eisen, son of Alan and Susan Eisen
Isaac Kruger, father-in-law of Natalie Kruger
Phyllis Beck, mother of Arlyne Delman
Michael Gottesman, former husband of Donna Gottesman
Michael Gottesman, father of Harli Gottesman and
Luke Gottesman
Joel Hoffer, father of Tammi Ryley
Fay Feldman, mother of Joan Schwartz
Ralph Manheim, husband of Gladys Manheim father of
Carol Goro and Janet Brenner
Patricia Estes, mother of Gil Estes
Alex Bernstein, grandfather of Diane Lidz
Donald Rockefeller, father of Carol Tannenbaum
June Arkin, mother of Lawrence Arkin
Lester Ottenheimer,Jr., father of Robin Mintz
Walter Alina, relative of Sandra Gansel
Guyila Hess, mother of George Hess
Norman Dolid, uncle of Robin Singer
Laura Brostoff, mother of Vivian Brostoff

Michael Blumenthal, brother of
David Blumenthal
Adolf Mendel, grandfather of Jack Mendel
Marc Scavron, friend of Mick Migdall Robert
Firester, husband of Ilene Matz-Firester, father of Hope 		
Firester and Paige Firester
Leon Roth, grandfather of Jennifer Bienstock
Shirley Mallies, aunt of Dean Mallis
Zoe Larounis, mother of Dean Mallis
Linda Coffsky, wife of Barry Coffsky
Clay Akin, brother of Betsy Siegel
November 1
Eddie Crist, father of Andrea Price
Leonard Naymark, great uncle of Blake Singer
Robbie Patterson, nephew of Susan Eisen
Lil Goodman, great aunt of Cindy Singer
Sydney Taitz, grandfather of Kevin Taitz
Louis Leader, grandfather of Byron Spanjer
Polly Crist, mother of Andrea Price
Sherma Marks, sister of Mel Abramovitz
Sara Kuykendall, grandmother of Lindy Husney
Mark Leach, father of Joan Aronson
Carol Lidz Neulander, aunt of Diane Lidz
Rose Schulman, mother of Alan Schulman
Linda Weintraub, godmother of Robin Singer
Frank Friedler, father of Caroline Chipps
Sarah Stechow, mother of Barbara Rittman
Helene Mittelman, grandmother of Marlo Privitera
Rose Cohen, grandmother of Susan Cohen
Donald Neuman, father of Joel Neuman
Jerre Peretz, mother of Richard Peretz
F. Robert Brooks, father of Jonathan Brooks
Murray Rosen, father of Ross Rosen
Rhoda Pesses Boardman, mother of Charles Boardman
Ira Saunders, father of Margi Caron
Edith May Wilson, grandmother of Danielle Skoog
Shelley Agin, sister of Michael Levitt
Linda Brenowitz, sister-in-law of Howard Brenowitz
Lila Stern, mother of Lori Scheck
Helen Birnbaum, mother of Mike Birnbaum
Belle Kaminer, grandmother of Zinah Rosenberg
Seymour Goldschein, grandfather of David Goldschein
Sylvia Alexander, grandmother of Mitzi Schepps
Sol Kramer, father of Paula Seffens
Blanche Serwator, mother of Carol Lief
November 8
Robert Cotton, father of William Cotton

Albert Moskowitz, father of Marilyn
Bernstein and Paula Schinski
Millie Sternthall, grandmother of Kevin Taitz
Beverly Perlmutter, mother of Diana Lerner and 		
Arlene Mix
Louis Sharp, husband of Peggy Sharp
Paula Marx, mother of Albert Marx, grandmother of Renae 		
Popkin
Charlotte Koufer, aunt of Gary Kneller
Harriet Lurey, mother of Robin Manheim
Arthur Gurovitsch, father of Cindy Singer
Gerald Popkin, father of Mark Popkin
Helen Singer, grandmother of Karen Singer Bowen
Kathryn Meehan, grandmother of Danielle Skoog
Sophie Hausman, grandmother of Renee Migdall
Murray Schulman, father of Alan Schulman
Edith Silver, mother of Martin Silver
Frances Seigerman, mother of Linda Beckerman
Arthur Joel Stein, father of Jacqueline Bold
Beatrice Garten, mother of Jay Garten
Roslyn Krengel, mother of Michael Krengel
Lenny Hoffer, uncle of Tammi Ryley
Beatrice Garten, mother of Jay Garten
Frederick Steuber, father of Laurie Clower
Mindelle Wajsman, mother of Ira Wajsman
Natalie Gershman, grandmother of Nancy Pearlman
Robert Alan Seigel, friend of Rebecca Tullman
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November 15
Benjamin Edward Posner, grandfather of David Nadler
Fanny Spanjer, grandmother of Byron Spanjer
Maurice Silver, grandfather of Harriet Brodsky
Stephanie Ellis, niece of Carol Waterstone
Louise Rubin, grandmother of Barry Sobel
Charles F. Boardman, father of Charles Boardman
Olga Swortz, mother-in-law of Morris Miehl,
grandmother of Brad Miehl and Philip Miehl
Ethel Bartell Marx, mother of Renae Popkin
Virginia Stern Brill, mother of Ginger Pisik
Abraham Mix, grandfather of Frank Mix
Ida Sturman, mother of Lorraine Kimmel
Jo Marks Heyman, aunt of Jodi Roberts
Helene Marks Crawford, mother of Jodi Roberts
Linda Samrick, niece of Rosalynd Bernstein
David Yablin, uncle of Michelle Silverman
Bertha Fine, grandmother of Aric Fine
Philip Epstein, father of Richard Epstein
Arne Kamhi, father of Robin Simon
Frank Friedler Sr., grandfather of Caroline Chipps
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Samuel Holder, father-in-law of
Lynnor Holder, grandfather of
Tara Holder-Stewart
Pearl Phillips, grandmother of
Marge Krengel
Milton Lieff, father of Sandra Faye
Rosalind Schiller, aunt of Marilyn Bernstein
Gene Matz, father of Ilene Matz-Firester
November 22
Milton Light, father of Janet Brooks
Merrill Sturman, father of Lorraine Kimmel
Julius Ulman, father of Bernard Ulman
Vivian Kossoff, grandmother of Lisa Singer
Susan Pollack, mother of Matthew Pollack
Ruth Cohen, mother of Odie Cohen
Paul Adams, father-in-law of Robin Adams
Norma Goldberg, mother of Wendy Goldberg
Paul Adams, father of Meredith Kaltman
Stanley Simon, father of Stuart Simon
Juanita Anthony, mother of Alison Schlenger
Hyman Brenner, grandfather of Richard Brenner
Tessie Schwartz, grandmother of Michael Cohen-Greenberg
Sanford Schepps, brother of Larry Schepps
Melvin Nadler, father of Melanie Litt
Florence Rickles, mother of Aaron Rickles
Roy Cowen, father of Marci Jacobson
Howard Bauer, father of Jay Bauer
Aileen Hammond, wife of David Hammond
Elizabeth Nicholls, mother of Anthony Nicholls
Manny Brenner, uncle of Richard Brenner
Alan Platner, father of Robert Platner
Bertha Smith, grandmother of David Strauss
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November 29
Edith Noble, grandmother of Barbara Sobel
Esther Chait, mother of Jay Chait
Frances Elkon, grandmother of Vicki Reynolds
Lena Schreiber, grandmother of Janet Melnik
Sheila Fine, mother of Aric Fine
Al Ostroff, grandfather of Michelle Silverman
Irving Kalika, father of Janet Melnik
Brocha Ruder, sister of Ilyssa Mallis
Jennie Goldie, grandmother of Linda Smith
Paul Krulewitch, stepfather of Suzy Mayer
Marian Moye, mother of Gary Moye, grandmother of
Michelle Dobo and Julie Worly
Sol Kathrins, father of Susan Moye
Sol Kathrins, grandfather of Michelle Dobo and Julie Worly
Pearl Sutton, mother of Steve Sutton
Stanley Solomon, father of Ronni Solomon
Mildred Lieff, mother of Sandra Faye

Sam Marks, great uncle of
Joseph Marks
Robert Shapiro, father of Marcus Shapiro
Abe Weisberg, father of Linda Smith
Brian Ailion, brother of Bruce Ailion
Sylvia Hirsch, mother of Robert Hirsch
Joseph Blumberg, husband of Cathleen Blumberg, father of 		
Cathy Blumberg, Jay Blumberg and Stephen Blumberg
Murray Siegel, husband of Judith Siegel, father of Sheri Siegel
Harold Mendelson, grandfather of Stacie Mundahl
Jack Kantor, father of Lori Freedman
December 6
Samuel Beckerman, father of Woody Beckerman
Molly Nadel, mother of Ernestine Silverman
Ivah Ree Coker, mother of Judy Benowitz
Lloyd Rigler, uncle of Helene Holzman
Alice James, mother of Charlene Vener
Sid Antonoff, father of Steve Antonoff
Ben Tilkin, grandfather of Ronald Blotner
Faye Ellen Slutsky, mother of Vickie Blumenthal
Rose Schulman, mother of Janet Katz
William Goodman, son of Lon Goodman, brother of Lauren
Goodman, Melissa Goodman, and Ashley Goodman
Mildred Salsbury, mother of Judith Siegel, grandmother of 		
Sheri Siegel
Larry Dixon, stepfather of Rebecca Tullman
Melvin Schwartz, husband of Joan Schwartz, father of
David Schwartz, Jeffrey Schwartz and
Randy Schwartz
Thelma Sarles, mother of Deborah Rogers
Herman Lerner, father of Addie Schneider
Mollie Levine, grandmother of Michael Cohen
Harry Gochman, father of Lenore Gochman
Jerry Marks, father of Stewart Marks
Bernard Shupack, father of Debbie Bethea
Mollie Levine, mother of Joyce Cohen, grandmother of
Debbie Jennings
Kelly Robertson, daughter of Richard Gordon
David Auslander, uncle of Gladys Manheim, great uncle of 		
Carol Goro and Janet Brenner
Geraldine Davis, mother of Ronald Davis
Howard Boshak, father of Wendi Verzosa and Melisa White
Jann Miehl, former wife of Philip Miehl
Rita Fine, mother of Mindy Fine and Richard Fine
December 13
Sherwin Givel, father of Susan Woolf
Norman Stuart, father of Randy Stuart
Debbie Flamm, sister-in-law of Renae Popkin
Ruth Kessler, aunt of Tracey Orenstein
Marvin Ribotsky, father of Wendy Blotner

Bernard Ross, father of Michael Ross
Edna Steuber, mother of Laurie Clower
Dede Eckstein, grandmother of
Nancy Cohen
Rose Geminder, mother of Anne Slutzah
Helene Facher, grandmother of Lisa Boardman
Blanche Pollevoy, aunt of Rena Zweben
Marilyn Marcus, sister of Steven Goro
Luis Schydlowsky, grandfather of Denise Jacobs
William Hood, father of William Hood
Alfred Fite, brother of Alan Fite
Albert Braverman, grandfather of Richard Brenner
Marti Schwartz, mother of Erin Kaufman
Frieda Weibel, aunt of Evy Eckber
Belle Weiss, mother of Eve Cotton
Harold Cohen, father of Isadore Cohen
Mel Kneller, father of Gary Kneller
Walter Siben, father of Susanne Tabor
Sari Mendel, grandmother of Jack Mendel
Eugene Gould, father of Bruce Gould
Millie Jacobs, mother of Gail Jacobs
Irving Finegold, grandfather of Bonnie Cohen-Greenberg
Ruth Borsher, mother of Elissa Terris
Sally Abrams, mother of Sandi Boshak
Philip Reder, father of Evy Eckber
December 20
Shirley Niga, grandmother of Kevin Brabant
Valerie Towler, sister of Judy Benowitz
Israel Maurice Farhi, father-in-law of Denise Jacobs
Edward Schuster, father of Stephen Schuster
Barbara Hoeber, mother of Alice Singer, grandmother of 		
Karen Singer Bowen
George Hale, husband of Laura Jacoby, father of
Sarah Jacoby, Dale Jacoby and of Rachel Jacoby
Milton Kaye, grandfather of Keith Lanson
Lea Katz, mother of Caron Manley
George Greenberg, father of Michael Cohen-Greenberg
Arthur Irwin Ormont, father of Jennifer Samuels
Anna Krumbruch, grandmother of Michael Tempel
Harry Silverman, husband of Susan Silverman
Eunice Fogel Janko, aunt of Phyllis Wessler-Brownson
Cecil Gordon, father of Richard Gordon
Clara Schrutt, mother of Norman Schrutt
Richard L. Klauber, brother of John Klauber
Leonard Jacobs, father of Jayne Jacobs
Beatrice Guthart, cousin of Martin Silver
Bill Wilson, grandfather of Danielle Skoog
Bernadette Collins, grandmother of Michael Krivanek
Evelyn Vinikoff, mother of Linda Bowman

December 27
Jack Jacobs, father of Robert Jacobs
Irving Schwartz, father of
Jeffrey Schwartz, uncle of
		
Lisa Finegan
Mary Herbst, great grandmother of Melanie Litt
Ida Goldstein, step-grandmother of Daniel Cohn
Marion Pearlberg, mother of Ronnie Dinin
Louise Berryhill, mother of Keith Berryhill
Goldie Lapides, aunt of Susan Moye
William Lerner, grandfather of Bill Lerner
Moses Aronson, father of Wayne Aronson
Nathaniel Kuykendall, grandfather of Lindy Husney
Sydney Scheinker, grandfather of Shelly Bitter
Harry Weisberg, brother of Linda Smith
Myril Schwimmer, grandmother of Philip Savrin
Stephen Wansky, uncle of Allan Wansky
Steven Posner, uncle of David Nadler
Cliff Kimmel, father of David Kimmel
Raymond Kurtz, father of Stuart Kurtz
Faylene Rosenberg, mother of Beth Showman
Pat Aronoff, mother of Craig Aronoff
Augusta Roth, mother of Harry Roth
Isadore Lant, father of Rosalynd Bernstein
Gladys Paris, mother of Debby Nattis
Sara B. Dessauer, grandmother of Henry Hene
David Davidoff, father of Debbie Davidoff
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We note the recent
passing of
Leona Lambert, Mother of Bonnie Harrison
Harriet Schaffer, Mother of Karyn Parker
Lee Chait, Brother of Jay Chait
Laurie Rose, Mother of Alyssa Rose and Aaron Schulke
Sandy Andron
Robert Earl Hurst, Father of Connie Kirschner
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The Sunshine School, the
MJCCA’s preschool right here
at Temple Kol Emeth, boasts
an exceptional curriculum
infused with the richness of
Jewish values, setting your
child on the path for a solid
educational journey.
• Warm, nurturing
environment
• NAEYC accredited since
1992
• Loving, highly trained
teachers
• 3-Star Quality Rated
• Flexible schedule options for
busy families

WINDOWS
HAVE
MEANING
T
S
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he nine windows on the right side of the Sanctuary, as one
enters, present together the Genesis account of Creation.

tarting with the central window, our story begins with the
simple phrase, “And God said . . .” The panels open out in both
directions, as open arms welcoming us to the worship space and
into God’s Creation.

Join us Friday mornings at
9:45 a.m. for our
school-wide Shabbat Sing in
the Sanctuary
and enjoy a tour of our facility!

T

he three windows on the right proceed from left to right
away from the central
panels. In the first, we see the
lights of the heavens – and
the fishes of the sea.

Call Nancy Parker, Sunshine
School Director,
at 678-812-3714 for more
information.

T

he trio of windows
closest to the bima
proceeds from right to left,
again moving out from the
central theme. In the first
panel is the third day of creation, with the earth bringing forth
vegetation, “each according to its seed.” Next, the earth brings
forth living creatures, “according to their kind” – your brother?”
Are we acting as our brother’s keeper?

F

or more information about our windows, pick up the entire
description on the tables by the gift shop.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
WEB: www.kolemeth.net
FB: www.facebook.com/TempleKolEmethMariettaGa
YOUTHGROUP FB: www.facebook.com/templekolemethyouth
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FB: www.facebook.com/TKESchool
TWITTER: @TempleKolEmeth
INSTAGRAM: kolemeth
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